
Beautiful and environmentally 
sustainable oak framed buildings

HANDMADE IN SCOTLAND



In choosing an oak frame, you are 
supporting one of the greenest 
building techniques available. Alba 
Green Oak only source from 
suppliers that promote and aid 
sustainable forestry. 

You have a dream, an idea

Green oak frames are proven to last for 
centuries and through their varied design 

provide an opportunity to create 
outstandingly beautiful buildings



It’s not unusual in a modern building for the 
frame to be left exposed. It can in fact make 
for a beautiful feature in your new home. 
East Lothian architects Low Carbon Studio 
frequently team up with Alba Green Oak 
Frames on their domestic projects


Their frames beautifully enhance homes, 
studios, garden rooms, sun rooms or 
entrances.

The frame is exposed internally and 
sometimes even externally. It’s left visible 
are are all of the timbers, junctions and 
joints

Indeed the main point of using a frame in a 
building is so it can be seen and act as an 
integral part of the design. It’s a simple, 
honest design approach where the 
occupants can see how their building is 
supported and there’s no engineering

The detail and beauty of 
an oak frame 



no engineering trickery hidden in the fabric of 
the building. By contrast in a building using a 
structural steel frame, It is usually covered up.

The mortice and tenon joints play a structural 
role but they’re also a beautiful and interesting 
detail. Al the timbers in the frame serve a 
function. The rafts and ridge or purlins support 
the roof with the load transferred to the tie or 
eaves beams and then onto the posts. Bracing 
at the junction of the posts and roof 
strengthens the frame. There are different 
types of joints depending on their location. 
The basic mortice and tenon is the most 
common.



A barefaced tenon is cut on one side only, 
usually at the bracing and a bevelled- 
shoulder tenon is used where a load bearing 
beam joins a post. A stopped tenon is  used 
mostly at the junction of the principle rather 
and tie beam to stop the outward force from 
the rafter.

A bridle joint is usually used at the ridge where 
the two rafters join and a scarf joint is used to 
connect the ends of two beams to form a 
longer beam. There are of course many more 
joint details that can be used depending

on the frame design layout and size.


All of the joints in frames supplied by Alba 
Green Oak Frames are secured using pegs. 
The pegs are always made from oak and are 
very important as they actually hold the frame 
together! They are hand made by Alba from a 
fast grown oak with a straight grain to prevent 
it from snapping. They are driven home in the 
time honoured way with a mallet.

The style of the detailing can maker the 
difference between giving a building a 
traditional or contemporary feel. Exposed, 
curved bracing a the wall frame and roof 
structure give a more traditional feel. By 
contrast stainless steel connecting rods and 
glass with patch fittings give a much more 
modern appearance.  It’s all down to your 
personal taste.




Whats more, the frame can be incorporated in 
the internal design of the building. It can form 
supports for stairs, shelving can be building 
between or is can even be turned into window 
seats or stair handrails. However the 
movement of the frame as it dries out can limit 
the type of precision detailing.


To add further visual interest the frame itself 
can be carved or detailed. On traditional 
frames, for example, the post and beam 
junctions can be detailed to highlight the joint. 
Post bases can be carved or given a stone 
base to make a feature of the junction with the 
ground.

When Low Carbon studios undertake a project 
with a frame suppled by Alba, they leave the 
frame expose din all rooms including the 
bedrooms and bathrooms. They find that 
space can

utilise the detail of the frame. This might mean 
using the France to display traditional kitchen 
utensils in a kitchen, The texture and colour of 
the frame in a bathroom can contract 
beautifully with a cast iron roll top bath out 
modern bathroom fittings.

Quite simply, the contrast in the materials is a 
feature in itself. The rich grain of the timber 
against a simple background colour the in 
living room contrasts with some feature 
lighting.










SUM OF ITS PARTS 
When your home encompasses different styles or even different historical periods, it 

can be difficult to unify it, particularly if you're extending it. However one Dunbar family 
have pulled it off with aplomb 

WORDS: LYNN STEWART 

Most of us have dreamed of putting an extension 
on our home at one point or another. But what if 
you already have one? Or even two? If you want 
to extend an already extended home, you face 
the problem of unifying multiple elements. 

That was the challenge which East Lothian 
architects Low Carbon Studio took on with a 
project to extend a beautiful family home on 

a large plot near Dunbar. The property was 
originally part of an old mill, probably built around 
the early 19th century. The working mill buildings 
have been removed and the mill race covered 
over some time ago. Old maps are the only 
record of how it once looked. 

The house had been extended previously, 
and a timber frame entrance porch and PVC 
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conservatory had also been added. Low Carbon 
Studio were tasked with making new additions 
to the house using glazed oak frames by Alba 
Green Oak Frames. These frames would visually 
link the extensions and enhance the character of 
the house. 

The existing house is built from red sandstone - a 
local material commonly used in Dunbar - with 
a red clay tile roof. Newer additions included 
rendered windows and replacement concrete 
skews to the gables. The alterations also included 
new dressed stone elements. 

The property was already a good-sized family 
home, but the team at Low Carbon Studio were 
asked to improve it, enhancing the front elevation 

and restoring this beautiful period property using 
traditional materials as well as modern, glazed 
oak frames on the new extensions so that the 
additions were all linked together. 

The existing front entrance had an oak frame 
open porch but needed some upgrading, so the 
owners decided to replace it with an enclosed 
porch with stone walls to match the property, and 
an oak glazed frame to give some protection from 
the weather. The new porch is more attractive, 
more sympathetic to the period property and is 
flooded with natural light. 

Internally the kitchen was replaced with a new 
family kitchen and a new access to the utility 
room. The kitchen linked to an outside patio 
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Airfield Farm Cottages

Cousland
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